The UCL Technology Fund provides both financial and
direct, hands-on support for the commercialisation of UCL’s
world-class research, focusing in particular on the physical
and life sciences.
The Fund is managed through a collaboration between UCLB
and AlbionVC, combining industry-leading venture expertise
and IP commercialisation capabilities.
As of May 2019

UCL is home to a diverse
community of brilliant minds
with an abundance of original
and transformative ideas.
Our challenge is to help unlock the potential of these
ideas for the benefit of our society – and the UCL
Technology Fund has proven to be an absolutely
critical part of achieving this aim. For example, thanks
to the Fund, our world-class, fundamental research
in life sciences is moving closer to the clinic with
companies such as Orchard Therapeutics, MeiraGTx
and Odin Vision – which will very soon have a tangible
impact on the lives of patients. Meanwhile, the Fund’s
investments in companies like Hazy AI and Bloomsbury
AI ensure we are in a position to respond to the
challenges and opportunities of the data revolution.
As we continue to build a knowledge-led economy
in the UK, it is vital that we put in place an effective
technology pipeline – and the UCL Technology Fund
and the wider work of UCL Innovation & Enterprise is
an important contribution to that.

Dr Celia Caulcott
Vice-Provost (Enterprise)
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At UCLB our work is focused
on helping the UCL academic
community realise the commercial
possibilities in their research
and ideas, where they have the
potential to make a real and
positive impact on people’s lives.
A key step in the development
process for them is to gain the
necessary investment and insight to
move projects forward. This is what
makes the role of collaborations
such as the UCL Technology
Fund (UCLTF) so important in the
technology transfer process
for UCL.
The fact that UCLTF has its investment managers embedded in
UCLB means that the research projects that we are supporting
are introduced to venture capital expertise much earlier on
in their development process. The Fund also has a unique
approach, which is different to traditional venture capital
models. It not only invests in spinout companies but also
licensing projects, and for those very early stage ideas
and IP that show potential, UCLTF offers proof of concept (PoC)
funding.
As you will read later, this year a number of UCL spinouts have
gone on to make impressive steps after initially receiving PoC
funding from UCLTF. For example, UCL data-security spinout
Hazy, which uses advanced AI techniques to automate the
anonymisation of large data sets, gained industry recognition
this year when it was named the European winner of Microsoft’s
2018 Innovate.AI global start-up competition.
Our dedicated teams of business and project development
managers at UCLB have the opportunity to work with
academics who are leaders in their fields of research. By
collaborating with the AlbionVC team in the co-management of
UCLTF we are beginning to see some truly exciting investment
stories for UCL spinouts.

Aristotle may not have been thinking
of the UCL Technology Fund when he
said “Quality is not an act, it’s a habit”,
but it rings true when looking back
at the previous year’s performance.
Despite only being in its third year,
the Fund has had two Nasdaq floats,
one exit to Facebook, and more than
£700m of external funds have been
invested across its portfolio. Investors
rarely part with sums like that in the
absence of quality!
Driven by exceptional clinical impact, and a recent ‘coming of age’,
the depth of cell and gene therapy expertise at UCL has coincided
with an insatiable industry appetite for these technologies, as seen
by the two Nasdaq floats. Eye-watering valuations attached to
technology platforms in these sectors are helping to drive a wave
of development, and UCLTF is riding this wave like a pro Malibu
longboarder. As you will read here, it’s not just cells and genes. The
range of biological technologies across the portfolio now extends
to antibodies, antibody-related constructs and fragments, and even
good old-fashioned small molecules doing novel things.
What life sciences can do, computer science can do too. The
Bloomsbury AI team joining Facebook (within just two years of the
company forming) proves just how well the Fund is riding this major
tech-wave. With new investments ranging from machine-learning
based technologies to quantum computing, the unique investment
model offered by the fund is doing a great job in covering a wide
range of projects at various stages of IP. The UCL Technology Fund is
designed especially for a unique university… and it’s starting to show
that its quality is becoming a habit.

Dr Andrew Elder
Partner
AlbionVC

Dr Anne Lane
CEO
UCLB
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Physical Sciences

David Grimm
Physical Science Investment Director
UCL Technology Fund

The most exciting element of
investing in the physical sciences
is the speed at which the
landscape is changing, and there
is no doubt that the academics
of UCL are world-leading
changemakers. This makes my
job particularly thrilling. And
2018 was a year to celebrate
with many investments and also
our first exit: congratulations to
Guillaume and Sebastian and the
rest of the Bloomsbury AI team
who joined Facebook
last summer.
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We should also celebrate two other teams who really flew
this year, both having previously received UCLTF funding.
Hazy and Echopoint have both raised substantial rounds.
UCLTF is proud to have played a leading role in both
additional rounds.
All these teams, whatever their stage when they
approached UCLTF, developed dramatically after receiving
funding. The funding brings much more than money to the
projects - it introduces a wide network of contacts and
knowledge that can be an invaluable resource for these
young companies as they start-up and thrive.
And the hunt to find the best teams and the most
brilliant ideas continues. New joiners to our portfolio
include companies taking proof of concept funding to
develop their investment cases in fuel cells, social media
verification, quantum computing and computer vision.
All our investments are underpinned by the very best
academics in their fields and we look forward to working
with more of the incredible academics at UCL and helping
them find out what they can do to change the way we live
and work.

Dr Steven Schooling
Director of Physical Sciences, Engineering,
Built Environment & Social Sciences, UCLB

The UCL Technology Fund was
established in January 2016 as
a partnership between UCLB
and AlbionVC to ensure that
an ever-greater number of
commercialisation opportunities
arising from the UCL research
base had access to investment
capital to support their
translational journey.

With over three years having passed since the Fund’s
inception I am pleased to see a portfolio of projects and
spinout companies from across the Physical Sciences
and Engineering areas that shows great promise. Their
success is a testament to the collective efforts of the UCL
academic founders, project mentors and spinout company
management teams, UCLB business managers and UCL
Technology Fund investment managers.
I look forward to the teams identifying further new
opportunities over the year ahead and, importantly, seeing
the efforts of the existing portfolio being realised into
world-leading products and services that demonstrate
the impact UCL’s research base has on UK and global
competitiveness.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCES

PHASECRAFT

The race is on to build the world’s first quantum computer
capable of outperforming classical machines.
Several large tech companies are driving the development of quantum computing hardware. Machines
are reaching the stage where they are expected to demonstrate ‘Quantum Supremacy’, the point at
which a quantum machine can perform a task which a classical computer is unable to complete.
Leading academics at UCL and University of Bristol with expertise in the fields of computer science,
experimental and theoretical physics, and maths have joined forces to create Phasecraft. They believe
that quantum computing is on the cusp of becoming a reality and are developing algorithms and
software for a new class of quantum computers. The team are working in partnership with Google to
build a demonstrator that utilises the power of quantum computing to solve real world problems.
UCLTF invested in a £750k round, alongside Parkwalk Advisors and LCIF. The investment will be
used to build the early team and develop a technology demonstrator which proves the concept that
quantum computers are the solution.

CONTEXT SCOUT

Context Scout has developed a technology that
builds knowledge graphs from online content.
Using state-of-the-art technologies, Context Scout have created a browser-based tool assisting users with
their internet searches by providing additional relevant information from a variety of online sources. With
an aim to soon ‘help you with any task online’, the tool currently provides valuable insights on companies,
individuals and products. With the average office worker spending over a quarter of their time looking for
information online, this technology has the potential to revolutionise internet searches.
Whilst studying for his PhD at UCL, CEO of Context Scout Marc Sloan, together with Professor Jun Wang,
published a book on ‘Dynamic Information Retrieval: Theoretical Framework and Application’. It’s this
deep understanding that forms the basis for Context Scout.
The UCLTF invested in March 2019 alongside Episode 1, LCIF and Entrepreneur First.

PHYSICAL SCIENCES
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PHYSICAL SCIENCES

ODIN

Odin Vision is using cutting-edge machine vision to help clinicians
detect and diagnose polyps during colonoscopy procedures.

ECHOPOINT

Echopoint Medical is developing a family of opticalfibre based sensors for use as medical devices, bringing
unparalleled sensing modalities to minimally-invasive
procedures
The Echopoint team received a PoC investment from UCLTF in late 2017 to
develop their business plan and grow the team. They quickly identified an
attractive market opportunity for their innovative optical sensing technology
in stent placement.
Experienced medical technology entrepreneur Antony Odell joined Echopoint
as Executive Chairman last year. He has been working with the academic
team, led by Adrien Desjardins and Malcolm Finlay, to develop the business
plan and lead Echopoint through its first major funding round.

Polyps in the colon can be the precursor to developing cancer, and although colonoscopies are the
gold standard for detection, they are reliant on the skill of the operator and many polyps are missed.
Odin Vision, led by Peter Mountney, is developing a colorectal cancer detection and classification
software tool that has the potential to enhance colonoscopy accuracy and outcomes within clinics. This
award winning technology has been pioneered at UCL by Professors Danail Stoyanov’s and Laurence
Lovat’s teams over the past four years. It has been extensively trained on real-world data from multiple
hospitals and the company are preparing for a clinical pilot at UCLH in 2020.
UCLTF has invested in Odin Vision, as part of a seed round which includes investment from LCIF, AI
Seed and grant funding from Innovate UK, the NHS and the UK Space Agency. The investments will
allow Odin Vision to improve the accuracy of its product through a proof of concept phase, prior to the
company demonstrating greater scalability in clinical trials.

In April 2019, the team successfully raised a funding round led by UCLTF to
develop their first devices and initiate a first-in-human trial in the next
24 months.

HAZY

Founded by experienced software
entrepreneurs, in collaboration with Dr
Fintan Nagle, Hazy is developing a synthetic
data generation tool to help companies
unlock safe data innovation.
Synthetic data statistically mimics real datasets but is
composed of artificial data points, eradicating privacy
concerns and allowing companies to analyse their data safely.
They can share and use data more easily, distribute data on to
less trusted environments and collaborate with third parties.
Hazy have capitalised on an initial PoC investment to raise
further funding, having used the initial investment to conduct
a wide-ranging review of the market opportunities for their
data privacy capabilities. Working with several large financial
institutions to enable better and safer use of their data, they
raised a £2.1m round in June 2018 from investors including
UCLTF, M12 and Notion Capital.

PHYSICAL SCIENCES
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Life Sciences

Dr Richard Fagan,
Director of BioPharm,
UCLB

The volume and breadth of
translational research ongoing in
UCL laboratories and associated
partner hospitals never ceases to
amaze me. Many UCL academics
are also clinicians. They run
clinics at UCL’s partner hospitals
and, in their labs, look to develop
therapies to treat the diseases
for which they are treating
patients.
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They not only develop the treatment but they also have
the patient cohorts enabling efficient translation of a
novel treatment into the clinic and patient benefit. In
order to take these novel innovative therapies to the
market, a commercial vehicle needs to be engaged (either
set up a spinout company and raise venture investment
or license directly to a commercial third party). Working
with UCLTF we have been able to provide funds to
UCL researchers to allow translation of their inventions
to the point where significant commercial interest can
be established. For example, working with Professor
Amit Nathwani in 2013 we licensed a novel treatment
for Haemophilia A which he developed to Biomarin. At
that time Prof Nathwani was Director of The Katharine
Dormandy Haemophilia and Thrombosis Centre at the
Royal Free Hospital NHS Foundation Trust and running
haemophilia clinics there. The novel therapy is now in a
Phase III trial being run by Biomarin and we expect it to be
on the market in 2021. Then in 2015 we set up Freeline
Therapeutics, based on further therapeutic programmes
developed by Prof Nathwani, in collaboration with
Syncona Partners and the UCLTF (which both made direct
investments in Freeline). UCLTF is now funding a further
two new programmes of research in Prof Nathwani’s UCL
labs, again two new therapies, which we are licensing to a
commercial third party.

Simon Goldman,
Investment Director,
UCLTF

Turning an idea that’s been
developed in a research lab into
an impactful, real-world process,
product or service can be
achieved in many different ways.
The best path to choose partly
depends on a researcher’s career
goals: you may well want to grab
the bull by the horns and dive
wholeheartedly into getting
your idea out there.

That might involve partnering with industry or setting up
a spinout company. On the other hand, you might just be
starting out on an academic career and feel that you need
to get more publications under your belt, so would rather
‘do something on the side.’ Maybe you’re keen to get your
idea out there, but just aren’t that attracted to the idea of
starting a company – you might therefore prefer to license
the project out entirely to someone who can devote more
time to it.
As an integrated part of UCL’s innovation ecosystem,
we’re sensitive to these varying motivations. We’ve
therefore designed the Fund to cater for these different
approaches and indeed how they might change over time.
Part of the joy of what we do is with academics at every
stage of their career at UCLTF, and Dr James Phillips and
Professor Bobby Gaspar share their different experiences
on the following pages.
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“
IT HAS BEEN AN EXCITING,
EXTRAORDINARY AND

EXHILARATING TIME AS ORCHARD

Dr James Phillips (Reader in Regenerative Medicine,
Department of Pharmacology, UCL School of
Pharmacy; Co-Director, UCL Centre for Nerve
Engineering; Co-Founder and Chief Scientific Officer,
Glialign; Vice-Dean (Innovation & Enterprise), UCL
Faculty of Life Sciences)

“
I FEEL STRONGLY THAT,
WHERE POSSIBLE,

UNIVERSITIES SHOULD

HAVE A CONSTRUCTIVE
IMPACT ON WIDER

SOCIETY, THROUGH
PARTNERSHIPS AND

SPINOUTS AND OTHER

ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
– AND UCL PROVIDES A
GREAT ENVIRONMENT
FOR SUPPORTING
ENTREPRENEURS

AND TRANSLATIONAL
RESEARCHERS.

My research is in nervous system regenerative medicine,
particularly cell and tissue engineering, and I have always been
interested in bridging between academia, industry and healthcare.
By November 2013 I had built strong links with two UK industry
partners, ReNeuron and TAP Biosystems. Together we secured
InnovateUK funding to develop living engineered neural tissue
(EngNT) for nerve repair, moving technology developed through
academic projects into an industry-led collaboration. Being the
academic PI in a project led by industry was a great experience
and in many ways different to what I had expected. Formal project
management and frequent monitoring required a more structured
approach, but this was a positive change which increased focus and
encouraged progress. This ensured that quality science was always
given the highest priority, even when up against financial pressures
and deadlines.
At the end of 2016, along with expert guidance from Dr John
Sinden of ReNeuron and excellent support from UCLB, we
established Glialign. Funding from the UCL Technology Fund,
Innovate UK and the UK Innovation & Science Seed Fund allowed
us to conduct a pivotal PoC experiment which finished in January
2019, demonstrating successful repair of peripheral nerve injury in
a ‘critical-gap’ model, and yielding information about production
costs and market size.
As an academic, the experience of working closely with established
industry partners and then being involved in setting up a new
company has been fascinating and exciting as well as challenging
at times. It can be wonderfully refreshing talking to investors
and business people who are often quite direct about their
motivation and decision making! EngNT has the potential to be
a new Advanced Therapy that will be the first of its kind and I
have enjoyed learning about the realities of translating university
research into commercial and clinical utility. It is enormously
rewarding to be working towards improving treatment for patients
with nerve injuries.

Professor Bobby Gaspar (Chief Scientific
Officer, Orchard Therapeutics; Professor of
Paediatrics and Immunology at UCL Great
Ormond Street Institute of Child Health)
Academic medicine is a fascinating career and one that can
take you down many different and unexpected paths. For me,
the career path has really come about through a single vison,
very simply to make a medicine for children suffering from
severe life-limiting conditions. The start of this was looking
after patients at Great Ormond Street Hospital with severe
monogenic immune deficiencies, most of whom at that
stage either died from their underlying illness or had limited
treatment options. Together with my colleague at UCL, Adrian
Thrasher, we investigated whether using the child’s own
gene-modified haematopoietic stem cells could provide a
safer and more effective treatment option.
Following research in the lab, we were able to conduct clinical
studies that showed that this approach did indeed have the
potential to fully correct the disease and this was seen in not
just one condition but in a series of diseases. The success
achieved in some of these studies meant that we needed to
move this further down the translational path and this would
involve turning these academic developments into a genetic
medicine that could be used by patients worldwide.
For that reason, we needed to partner with a commercial
entity that could bring the necessary industry-level expertise
in clinical development, regulatory affairs and manufacturing.
We had options to license our programmes into a large
company but in the end we chose to set up – in partnership
with F-Prime Capital Partners and UCLTF – our own company
which became Orchard Therapeutics.
I initially kept my full-time academic and clinical roles and
acted as a consultant to Orchard. However, as the company
grew, the need for increased scientific and clinical expertise
became apparent. In January 2018, I took on the role of Chief
Scientific Officer and kept a day-a-week role at UCL running
my research lab. The reason for the change was to fully
involve myself in the business of making a genetic medicine
with all the challenges and complexities that brings which are
very different from those that I faced in academic medicine.

HAS GROWN FROM 50 TO NEARLY
200 PEOPLE AND HAS BECOME A

PUBLIC COMPANY WITH A LISTING
ON NASDAQ IN OCTOBER 2018.
AT THE ROOT OF THIS REMAINS
THE FACT THAT ORCHARD’S

GOAL IS TO TAKE OUR ACADEMIC

DEVELOPMENTS AND TURN THEM
INTO STANDARDISED APPROVED
GENETIC MEDICINES THAT CAN

BE USED ON A GLOBAL BASIS AND
FOR ME IT IS VERY REWARDING

TO BE FULLY INVOLVED IN THAT
ENTIRE JOURNEY.

LIFE SCIENCES
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IGEM THERAPEUTICS

LIFE SCIENCES

All current approved antibody treatments
for cancer are of the IgG class, but despite
their efficacy, there are limitations to
their clinical activity, particularly in
targeting solid tumours.

NORMALISATION
OF PATHOLOGICAL
NEOVASCULARISATION
IN OPHTHALMIC
DISEASE

IGEM is an innovative immuno-oncology company
targeting cancer with the IgE class of antibodies,
which have evolved to kill tissue-dwelling parasites
and exhibit several key features that make them ideal
for treating solid tumours. The company was spunout from King’s College London and is based on the
pioneering work of Dr Sophia Karagiannis and her
collaborators at UCL. IGEM’s lead programme is the
world’s first IgE therapeutic to enter the clinic and
is currently in a Phase 1/2a trial for ovarian cancer.
Alongside Epidarex Capital and Alsa Holdings, UCLTF
invested in a £5m Series A round to help IGEM develop
its pipeline of IgE antibody candidates against a variety
of cancers.

Pathological neovascularisation has been implicated in a range of ophthalmic
diseases such as ‘wet’ age-related macular degeneration, diabetic retinopathy,
diabetic macular oedema and a number of rare diseases of the retina.
Professors John Greenwood and Steve Moss of the UCL Institute of Ophthalmology have developed a
therapeutic approach aimed at normalising disordered blood vessels in ophthalmic diseases, using antibodybased products against a protein target which promotes vascular destabilisation and uninhibited blood-vessel
formation in pathology. A UCLTF-funded PoC project validated the commercial and regulatory pathways to
clinical application, and the Fund is supporting a new spinout to take the ophthalmology programme forward
into crucial toxicology studies ahead of a first-in-man clinical trial.

NORMALISATION
OF PATHOLOGICAL
NEOVASCULARISATION
IN ONCOLOGY
Professors Moss and Greenwood’s technology has also demonstrated utility in
normalising and improving the vascularisation of solid tumours, enabling better
penetration - and thus improved efficacy - for small molecules (e.g. chemotherapy),
biologics (e.g. checkpoint inhibitors) and cell therapies (e.g. CAR-T approaches).
In partnership with UCLB, the team have built up a robust IP package and developed a proprietary fullyhumanised monoclonal antibody. A UCLTF licensing project is underway to validate the performance
of this technology for the enhancement of cell therapy approaches to cancer in a range of relevant
in vitro and in vivo models, as well as developing biomarkers and key assays for clinical application. Upon
successful completion of this project, UCLTF will look to partner with other investors and pharmaceutical
companies to rapidly progress the technology to clinic.
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LIFE SCIENCES
MSCTRAIL FOR MESOTHELIOMA

MSCTRAIL FOR
MESOTHELIOMA
Professor Sam Janes and his collaborators at
UCL have developed an innovative allogeneic
therapy using mesenchymal stem cells
(MSCs) that have been engineered to produce
tumour necrosis factor-related apoptosisinducing ligand (TRAIL); a molecule shown to
preferentially induce cell death in cancer cells
without affecting healthy cells.
The use of MSCTRAIL cell therapy for non-small lung cancer is
currently being investigated in clinical trials. A UCLTF licensing
project is now funding the use of MSCTRAIL in an additional
biomarker-driven human clinical trial for malignant pleural
mesothelioma (MPM). MPM is mainly caused by exposure to
asbestos and affects the pleura; a membrane that forms the
outer lining of the lungs and the inner lining of the chest cavity.
It is currently incurable and causes more than 2,300 deaths a
year in the UK alone.
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LIFE SCIENCES
NEURODEGENERATION IN PARKINSON’S DISEASE
Oxidative stress has been implicated as a key mechanism underlying neuronal death in
Parkinson’s disease. Specific proteins within neurons and neighbouring cells act normally to
upregulate the activity of antioxidant genes, which can reduce the impact of oxidative stress,
but these proteins can be prevented from translocating into the nuclei of neurons (where
their genetic material is stored) by another group of ‘sequestering’ proteins in the cytoplasm.
This programme is supporting key de-risking steps for the development of small molecules to
disrupt the association between the translocating proteins and their sequestering partners, in
order to promote anti-oxidant gene expression. This approach therefore aims to provide longterm protection from neurodegeneration in Parkinson’s. Success on optimisation and in vivo
testing will support the case for further funding by UCLTF to take this programme forwards to
the clinic.

PHYSICAL SCIENCES
ASTROSCREEN
Astroscreen is using the latest machine learning techniques and disinformation analysts to
protect brands and defend democracy from harmful social media manipulation campaigns
also known as astroturfing or disinformation campaigns.
Capitalising on the research undertaken by CTO Juan EcheverrÍa during his PhD at UCL, and
CEO Ali Tehrani’s experience building a news analytics startup, Astroscreen is able to detect
social media manipulation campaigns and alert governments and companies when elections
or brands are under disinformation attacks. Alongside AI Seed, Luminous Ventures, and
Speedinvest, UCLTF invested in the company’s seed round in December 2019.

BRAMBLE ENERGY
POLYMERSOME DRUG DELIVERY TECHNOLOGY
Diseases such as glioblastoma in adults and diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma (DIPG) in children
are presently largely untreatable, with high and rapid mortality. The proprietary PolyNaut
technology based on synthetic, biodegradable polymers has been developed at UCL which
uniquely delivers high therapeutic concentrations intracellularly to target cells through
endocytosis. PolyNaut is a nanoparticle which can accept high drug loading (for example of
chemotherapy) and used for these diseases, carrying them across the blood-brain barrier,
distributing appropriately within brain parenchyma and - crucially - delivering their payload
intracellularly to cancer cells, thereby potentially increasing both safety and efficacy. A PoC
project (alongside UCL IAA funding) aims to optimise the construct and demonstrate in vivo
efficacy, ahead of further key toxicology and manufacturing steps leading to a clinical trial in
paediatric patients.

TURBINATE TECHNOLOGIES
Air pollution is a global health concern and is estimated to cause up to 6.5 million premature
deaths a year. It consists of harmful gases and fine particulates, which are not adequately
filtered out by the wide variety of fibrous masks that are currently in use by urban inhabitants.
Professor Hugh Montgomery from the UCL Institute for Human Health and Performance is
currently developing a novel technology that could result in a superior particulate filtering
device. A UCLTF PoC is supporting the optimisation of this technology through iterative
parametric in silico modelling and physical testing. Functional verification of this device
will support the case for further UCLTF funding and enable the development of a facemask
product with proven efficacy.
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Bramble Energy is developing technology to inexpensively manufacture fuel cells by printing
them onto circuit boards.
Countries are spending billions on hydrogen infrastructure for the transition to electric
vehicles; yet fuel cells remain expensive and inflexible. Spun out in 2016, Bramble Energy
has developed the unique, patent protected, printed circuit board (PCB) fuel cell –
the PCBFC™. The cell utilises cost-effective production methods and materials from the PCB
industry to reduce the cost and complexity of manufacturing hydrogen fuel cells.
Bramble Energy have partnered with several OEMs in the portable power sector whilst
simultaneously developing automotive fuel cell stack demonstrators.
UCLTF invested in the company’s seed round in 2018 alongside IP Group and
Parkwalk Advisors.

KIT-AR
KIT-AR is a fully integrated industrial Augmented Reality (AR) system that increases
manufacturing productivity. The system instantly provides all the information needed
to assemble and engineer products efficiently, reducing unplanned downtime caused by
human error. It also applies AI to monitor work, and intervene when necessary. The result is
increased efficiency of the workforce, reduced cost, and it also accelerates and improves the
training process by boosting workforce skills on the job.
KIT-AR is at the forefront of industrial AR technology offering products that are cutting-edge,
yet user-friendly. The team is currently working with several European manufacturers to
demonstrate these benefits. The UCLTF has invested alongside SINTEF Ventures and LCIF.
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There are three ways in which
the Fund can invest:

UCL TECHNOLOGY
FUND:
OUR APPROACH
We engage closely with the academic
community at UCL, and we work
collaboratively and iteratively with applicants
where a project has the potential to be
funded. There are no specific ‘funding calls’,
and decision-making on investments is
made through an efficient, transparent and
independent process. The process includes
scientific/technical peer review and a full
assement of commercial opportunites.

1) Funding for Licensing

2) Funding for Spinouts

3) Proof of Concept

The majority of commercialisation activity at UCL
occurs via the licensing of technologies to corporate
partners which can fund development of a product
or service through to market. One example is when a
novel drug is licensed to a pharmaceutical company,
which take it through clinical trials, and who have the
distribution capability to market that drug.

Where there is potential to take a strongly
differentiated, protectable technology to market, the
Fund can invest up to £2.5m (often across a number of
rounds for equity) in a spinout company to support the
project’s commercialisation journey.

Where ideas and IP show potential but are not yet
developed enough for either Licensing or Spinout
funding, Proof of Concept (PoC) funding is designed to
support their early development so they can progress
to these larger investments.

These investments will be for technologies that have
applications across multiple clearly addressable markets,
or which can provide the basis for multiple products
within a single market.

Funding can support both technical/experimental
development, and bring in skills and expertise to
perform market and business analysis.

UCL Technology Fund ‘Licensing Project’ funding helps
this process in two ways. First, it can create a more
attractive package for licensing to an industrial partner,
by taking it to a later stage than with just grant funding.
Second, licensing at a later stage means the terms of a
licence for the inventors and for UCL Technology Fund
can be substantially enhanced.
Typically, programmes suitable for Licensing Project
funding are those based on technologies focused on a
single product or a single application, or that are likely
to require substantial capital investment beyond the
capability of the Fund.
The Fund can invest up to £1m in these projects, and
this investment stream can also be used alongside
grant funding.

The Fund has £50m
available for supporting
commercialisation across UCL,
providing both financial and
practical support.
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Examples include:

To attract this investment stream, proof of concept, for
example a minimum viable product, should have been
achieved and validated with external partners, with an
identified entrepreneurial academic team and potentially
an initial management team.

Examples include:
• A gene therapy platform that can address
multiple diseases using the same vector.

• Analytics software capable of analysing
data and making predictions across
multiple markets.

Potential projects are assessed on their commercial and
technical development and merits. A successful PoC
project will result in an understanding of the future
funding needs and potential returns on investment.
Up to £100,000 can be invested by the Fund into
a PoC project, normally over a period of up to 12
months. It is intended that the most promising PoC
projects will then seek either Licensing or Spinout
funding from the Fund.

Examples include:
• Building a prototype to show that a benchtop/lab-scale invention works in practice,
or supporting development of a minimum
viable product for software applications.

• Therapeutics projects to progress through

• Gathering data to demonstrate the efficacy

• Developing a prototype technology to

• In vivo proof of mechanism for a medical

preclinical and even into clinical testing.
the point where an Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) can take the
project on.

of a proposed solution or compound.

device, or an animal model for a therapeutic.

• Obtaining expert guidance on factors

relating to potential markets, regulatory
issues or manufacturing/scale-up.
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MEET THE
TEAM
The Fund is managed
through a collaboration
between experienced
investors from AlbionVC
and the specialist IP and
commercialisation team
at UCLB.
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SIMON GOLDMAN
Investment Director
Life Sciences
sgoldman@albion.vc

DAVID GRIMM
Investment Director
Physical Sciences
dgrimm@albion.vc

TANEL OZDEMIR
Investment Analyst
Life Sciences
tozdemir@albion.vc

JESSICA BOLTON
Project Development
Manager
j.bolton@uclb.com

Thank you to the UCL Doctoral
School for providing images from their
‘Research Images as Art’ competition.
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